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Whereas many projects of such nature are listed among projects permissible under 
published regulations ; and 
Whereas many worthy and much needed projects of sound benefit to wildlife have 
been submitted and not approved, in apparent contradiction of published policies and regula- 
tions. 
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the International Association of Game, Fish and 
and Conservation Commissioners, protest against certain inconsistencies between policy and 
procedure and do hereby recommend and urge an investigation of the matter by a competent 
and impartial committee to the end that procedure shall match policy; and 
Be it furthher resolved that the Chief of the Civilian Conservation Corps be requested 
to appoint such a committee to the end that the value of the work of this organization 
may be made more beneficial to fish and game conservation. 
Whereas neither the United States Bureau of Fisheries nor the various states have 
available sufficient funds to keep the sport-fishing resources of the United States up to the 
standard demanded by the ever-increasing numbers of anglers who, with more leisure time 
and modern transportation facilities, are able to fish oftener than formerly; and 
Whereas approximately $400,000 in excise taxes on fishing tackle are collected annually 
from fishermen ; 
Therefore, be it resolved that this organization favors legislation which would provide 
Federal aid through the United States Bureau of Fisheries to the states for development and 
maintenance of fishing resources by devoting the tax on fishing tackle to cooperative 
fisheries projects, such legislation to give the states legal recognition in the selection of 
projects and in setting up standards to which such projects shall conform. 
Whereas the Game Department of Mexico has asked for our reaction to a proposal 
that the Game Department of Mexico refuse permits for the exportation of quail from Mexico 
to the United States unless the applicant has first obtained a permit from the game depart- 
ment of the specific state to which the quail are to be sent; and 
Whereas it is our belief that such a proposal is sound conservation in that birds would 
not then be planted where they would fail and the importation thus become waste of the 
resource ; and 
Whereas we believe that this proposal is a generous international gesture on behalf of 
wildlife. 
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the International Association of Game, Fish and 
Conservation Commissioners urge the Game Department of the United States of Mexico to 
adopt their suggested regulation on quail and all other game species. 
Whereas many conferences on conservation matters are being called from time to 
time; and 
Whereas there is a limit to the number of conferences which a conservation official 
can attend each year; and 
Whereas the Chief of the United States Bureau of Biological Survey and the United 
States Commissioner of Fisheries have each proposed an annual conference of fish and 
game officials to confer with them on national problems of immediate concern to their 
respective Bureaus, 
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Chief of the United States Bureau of Biological 
Survey and the United States Commissioner of Fisheries be and they are hereby requested 
to call their conferences to meet at the time and place of the annual meeting of the interna- 
tional Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners. 
Whereas the Thirty-First Annual Conference of the International Association of Game, 
Fish and Conservation Commissioners has met in the capital city of the United States 
of Mexico ; and 
Whereas this is the first conference held within the boundaries of this republic ; and 
Whereas the officials of the nation and city and the people of Mexico have been most 
kind and cooperative. 
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